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COMMUNIST FORUM .4
-Dear friends,
" I would like to offer gome friendly criticism con
cerning your article on ATM. It's not a defense of 
ATM but a criticism of your approach

Bourgeois ideology is extremely strong in the U S. 
and it really Messes up communists (e g OL, RCP, 
CLP, etc ) This ideology manifests itself in com
munist organizations in that they begin to develop 
incorrect views on the relationship between the ob
jective and subjective factors The right deviation 
places the objective factor "above all things" cau
sing spontaneity, tailism, and even degradation of 
Marxist-Lenmist principles. The "left" deviation 
puts the subjective "above all things" causing sec
tarianism, small circle spirit and mechanical appli
cation of Marxism-Leninism

It is expected that a communist organization will 
make right and "left" errors but if it capitulates to 
either direction then it becomes pseudo-communist, 
an anchor to the movement not a compass Friends, 
I believe your criticism shows that at this point you 
have strong shades of "leftisnj"

I don't know what your practice is but if you carry 
it out on the premises you establish then you are 
probably making "left" errors This is, I say again, 
a friendly criticism based on my knowledge of Marx
ism-Leninism and experience in the Chicano National 
Movement

Firstly, you seem to base yourself on the premise 
that the subiective and objective factors are in some 
way "contradictory " I say this because you seem 
to analyze them as a "contradiction" The under
lying tone of your article is that there is some tug 
of war between the subjective and objective factors, 
each trying to take the lead from the each other

The objective and subjective factors are not contra
dictory but complimentary Only when communists 
counterpose them do they become "contradictory" 
to the communist himself An incorrect analysis or 
understanding can make it seem that both processes 
oppose each other

Why do I say that you are counter posing them? Be
cause you conterpose Theory vs Practice, Marxist- 
Leninists Unite vs Win Over the Advanced Prole
tarians, Party Building vs Mass Struggle and Pro
paganda and Agitation By making the subjective 
factor "primary" you are conterposing

Theory and Practice should be complimentary to 
each other The development of revolutfanary 
theory and movement depends on their inter rela
tionship Saying that Practice is primary pre
supposes that practice "teaches you everything" 
Saying that theory is primary presupposes that 
theory "teaches you everything". Don't misuse 
Lenm's quote "Without revolutionary theory, you 
cannot have revolutionary movement" But with
out a MOVEMENT you cannot develop a revolution
ary theory. Where did Lenin develop his theory on 
Imperialism, the role of oppressed nations, two 
stage revolution, etc. Not just from the books of 
Marx and not just by the world movement, but by 
both. It was the character of the world movement 
from which Lenin developed his theories Marx 
had the same "subjective" knowledge but Imperial
ism was not yet born, the objective process pre
sent in Lenin's time was barely being born in 
Marx's I've read WHAT IS TO BE DONE? and 
it doesn't say that "Theory is primary over prac
tice, but Lenin does teaches that the neglect or 
overemphasis of either leads to serious errors

The slogan Marxist-Lemmsts Unite and Wm Over 
the Advanced, I agree with,but don't counterpose 
them The carrying out both is complimentary 
It's not a question of "who's more important?' 
Marxist-Leninists cannot unite by just being in 
agreement with positions, 1 e I believe in the 
ERA and so do you so let's unite The basis for 
winning over the advanced is revolutionary prac
tice, i e political line carried out and developed 
in mass struggle It's not a question of winning 
p̂eople over to ideas but to struggle The advan

ced know mass struggle and they will be won to 
communism primarily if they see Marxist-Lenin
ists taking mass struggle to a higher more posi
tive level

On the question of Party Building and Mass Strug
gle, let me begin with an example Sometime 
ago the immigration department was real ly coming 
down in California One of my friends asked a 
communist from there "why don't you do anything 
about it?" His answer "We can't, we've got to 
concentrate on building the party " Party Building 
is done in struggle not apart from it The Party is 
the fusion of the working class movement with soc
ialism A true proletarian party is born from the 
masses, not spontaneously as the RU did it but con

sciously, suffering the pangs of birth of warfare a- 
gainst the enemy. Struggle is the water we must 
use to nurture the Marxism-Leninism (seeds) we 
take to the working class

The role of propaganda and agitation is also dis
torted m your article Somehow you seem to 
think that agitation is a degradation because we 
should concentrate on the Marxist-Leninists and 
the advanoed If communists are to forge roots 
in the working class, to attach themselves to the 
fetus from which their party will be born, to lead 
mass struggle, then the political organ must be 
used to carry out struggle Its agitational charac
ter doesn't mean it will just be like a "big leaflet", 
but the proletariat as a whole must understand it 
to learn from it An organ is a tool for struggle 
not a forum for polemics unless an organization has 
no theoretical paper or journal And please don't 
shout Iskra at me, at the time it was developed it 
was used as a theoretical journal but agitation was 
done in the factories throught other organs of the 
various communist organizations

Lastly, I would like to comment on "Political Line 
is Key Link " Everyone from Marx to Mao has 

held that but they did not say "Political line is a magic 
wand". The Albanians define political line as the 
strategy and tactics of the party or Marxist-Lenin- 
lst orgamzation Political positions, like yours for 
ERAj busing, etc are not "political line" but a 
subdivision of it So we have Marxist-Leninist 
theory, but to implement it we must develop a line 
Where is that done ? In struggle For Marxist- 
Lemmsts to unite and the advanced to be won over, 
it must be done on the basis of the strategy and tac
tics for Proleterian Revolution in the U. S. They 
must participate m its development and see its 
development and learn from it.

This development is a complimentary processes 
between the objective and subjective factor, bet
ween struggle of the masses and the work of Marx- 
lst-Leninists, between the study of Marxism-Lenin
ism and its implementation No Marxist-Lemmst 
Party has ever been built apart from struggle nor 
By tailing struggle but by leading struggle It is 
not a mechanical process of first we do this then 
we do that, 1 e firstwe unite the Marxist-Leninists 
and Win over the advanced (first uniting Marxist- 
Lemmsts) THEN lead struggle It's a complex 
dialectical processes of we do this WHILE doing 
that, 1 e Unite Marxist-Leninists and Win the Ad
vanced WHILE participating in and leading struggle

" The struggle of the Albanian communists 
themselves created, at last, favorable con
ditions for the founding of their party 
The anti-fascist war waged by the commun
ists of the various groups shook the very 
foundations of sectarianism and the group 
spirit, which had prevailed up to that time 
This struggle and their common ideology be
came the decisive factors which led to the 1941 
agreement to organize a meeting of all the 
principal communist groups which would take 
up the question of amalgamating these groups 
and founding the Communist Party of Albania, " 

History of the Party of Labor of Albania, pg. 85 
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LPR (M-L) ANSWERS COMRADE FROM AZTLAN

We are publishing the.se criticisms as part of the strug
gle for the correct political line which must take place 
In all fronts We urge other comrades to continue to 
use COMMUNIST FORUM, to put forward their views', 
criticisms, sum-ups, suggestions, etc., so that we 
may move forward In the tasks confronting commu
nists In this period. In particular our central task.

First of all we want to establish that we have unity 
on the importance of grasping the correct relation
ship between the objective and subjective factors In 
the revolution. Absolutizing one or the other factor 
will lead to serious right or "left" errors. Also we 
unite In that our party must be built, not apart from 
the straggle of the masses but, actually providing

correct communist leadership to the spontaneous 
movement of the masses, Your"communlst"from Ca
lifornia was liquidating not only the tasks of com
munists to struggle for our democratic rights but 
also, party building Itself!

Secondly, there are fundamental errorxln the line you 
are putting forward - which we will point out here, 
as they are very common among other comrades in the 
communist movement who we believe will also bene
fit from our doing so

Over all, your line Is characterized by eclecticism. 
You place everything on a par theory and practice, 
subjective and objective factors, all tasks facing 
communists, etc , regardless of the concrete con
ditions or period in which we are in. This Is inco

rrect Communists must analyse the concrete condi
tions in order to best determine the corresponding 
tasks and the relationship between them Otherwise 
we can only end up loosing our bearings and even
tually liquidate all tasks As a matter of fact, the 
meaning of tasks being'complimentary" is that by 
grasping which is primary and carrying it out we are 
better able to carry the others out 1
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You also contradict yourself You dont say so, but 
objectively you are holding the line that in this 
period practice is primary over theory In effect, 
by failing to determine what is primary you have en
ded UP counterposlnq ' For example , look at what 
you say "Its not a question of winning people over 
to ideas, but to struggle. " And also An organ is 
a tool for struggle not a forum for polemics ' You 
are counterposing theory VS practice, struggle VS 
polemics, etc What good is it to win workers over 
to struggle if you don't win them also to the ideas 
of communism 7 What good is it to struggle without 
understanding why or where we are headed7 This is 
the old maxim of the economists of the "movement 
is everything -the final aim is nothing "

We hold that to determine what is primary is not 
equivalent to counterposing, but on the contrary it 
is to establish correct dialectical relationships bet
ween tasks and concrete conditions In learning 
there Is a constant interrelationship between know
ing and doing, between theory and practice and in 
that process, as In all processes in nature and 
society, one is primary over the other Our great 
teacher Chairman Mao puts it simply

"The dialectical-materialist theory of know
ledge places practice in the primary position, 
holding that human knowledge can in no way 
be separated from practice and repudiating 
all the erroneous theories which deny the im
portance of practice or separate knowledge 
from practice "

Four Essays on Philosophy, p 4

Is Chairman Mao counterposing because he holds 
practice as primary7 Of course not1 And again,to 
show how this Is not a mechanical, arbitrary deter
mination but the result of concrete analysis of 
concrete conditions, allow us to again quote Mao

"But it must also be admitted that In certain 
conditions, such aspects as the relations of 
production, theory and the superstructure In 
turn manifest themselves in the principal and 
decisive role When it is impossible for the 
productive forces to develop without a change 
In the relations of production, then the change 
in the relations of production plays the princi
pal and decisive role. The creation and advo
cacy of revolutionary theory plays the princi
pal and decisive role In those times of which 
Lenin said, 'Without revolutionary theory there 
can be no revolutionary movement " When a 
task , no matter which, has to be performed , 
but there is as yet no guiding line, method, 
plan or policy, the principal and decisive 
thing Is to decide on a guiding line, method, 
plan or policy "

Four Essays of Philosophy, p 58

Such Is the period in which we find ourselves a 
period in which there is as of yet "no guiding line, 
method , plan or policy" for fulfilling our central 
and all other tasks around which Marxlst-Lenlnlsts 
can unite, advanced workers can be won over, and 
the broad masses mobilized for Lenin describes the 
pre-party period In the Soviet Union emphasising the 
role of theory at such a time in which Marxlst-Lenl
nlsts are scattered and there is no guiding line.
We have to quote again

We can
judge from that how tactless the Rabocbeye D\elo is when 
with an air of triumph it quotes Marx s statement Every 
step of real mo count is more important than a dozen pro 
grams To repeat these words in i period of theorem il 
chaos is like wishm  ̂ mourneis it a funei il mmy h ippv 
returns of tae dav Moicovu die e words of Marx uc 
taken from his letter on the Gotha Program in which he 
sharply condemns celectieism in the formulation of principles 
If you must un te Marx wrote to the party leaders then 
enter into agre ments to satisfy the practical aims of the 
movement but do not aiiow any bargaining ovc pnneip'cs 
do not make concessions in questions of theory This was 
Marx s idea and yet there arc people among us who strive 
— in his name — to belittle the significance of thcorv1 

Without a revolutionary theory there can be no revolu 
tionary movement This thought cannot be insisted upon too 
strongly at a t me when the fashionable preaching of oppor 
tunism goes hand in hand with an infatuation for the nar 
rowest forms of practical activity Yet for Russian Social 
Democrats the importance of theory is enhanced by three 
more circuns ances which arc often forgotten firstly by the 
fact that our Party is only in process of formation its features 
arc only just becoming, outlined and it is yet far from having 
settled accounts with other trends of revolutionary thought 
which threaten to divert the movement from the correct path 
On the contrar precisely the very recent past was marked 
by a revival of non Social Democratic revolutionary trends 
(which A*xelrod long ago warned the Economists would 
happen) Lnder these circumstances what at first sight

.. .continues on page 10
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appeus to be an unimportant mn>tal e may lead to most 
deplorable consequence:* and onh shortsighted people can 
consider actional disputes and a stuct differentiation between 
shades inopportune or superfluous The fate of Russian 
Sou'll Democ ac\ tor m n\ manv \ears to come mas depend 
on t' ° tre ig u* ng of ) k  or o • er shade

What Is to be Done ? , p 27

Similarly, the objective and subjective factors must 
be analysed In their Interrelationship It Is a funda
mental principle of dialectical materialism that It 
Is the objective conditions which determine the de 
velopment of nature and society The subjective 
factors Interact with the objective In this develop
ment and, under certain conditions, at certain pe
riods of development, become the decisive factor 
Such Is the case In the concrete conditions of the 
U S today regarding the party building process 
Objective conditions are over-ripe for the building 
of the party The spontaneous movement of the "ma
sses advances rapidly (the objective factor), while 
the subjective factor, the consciousness and orga
nization of the working c la ss , lags behind and does 
not meet up to the tasks of our times The working 
class on Its own cannot acquire socialist conscious
ness necessay to overthrow the bourgeoisie and the 
capitalist system It must be through the conscious 
efforts of Marxlst-Leninists throught the Party that 
it will become conscious as "a "class for Itself", and 
be able to fulfill Its historic mission Therefore, 
today, under the present concrete conditions and 
corresponding tasks that face us the subjective fac
tor becomes the decisive factor The objective con
ditions demand It, so that we may be able to carry 
oat the revolutionary transformation of objective reality

COMMUNIST  
FORUM a

Submitted by MARXIST-LENINIST COLLECTIVE

The factory nucleus in large scale basic industry is 
the organizational foundation of a genuine communist 
party In 1926, the Communist International stated 
"The factory cell is the basic unit for all parties in 
capitalist countries " It is in industries such as au
to, steel and mining that the most oppressed and ex
ploited strata of the working class'is found The 
work of a revolutionary party must concentrate on 
winning over and mobilizing this decisive section of 
the proletariat Factory nuclei are essential if the 
party is to carry through this task

In this pre-party period, what are the transitional 
forms which communist organizations must establish 
within basic industry? What are the tasks of commu
nists in the workplace during this period? What is 
the relationship between party-building and our work 
within industry?

The Marxist-Lemmst Collective erred when we pro
posed joint work between communist organizations 
in the form of factory nuclei (see WP V2 #12) Fac
tory nuclei are a form of party organization All 
members are under the discipline of the party (or in 
the case of the US now, the same organization) and 
adhere to a common political line What the MLC 
intended to propose was a call for joint work in the 
form of communist cores A core is a communist 
form of organization required in this period when a 
party does not exist A core is composed of members 
of one or more communist organizations, independent 
Marxist-Leninists, and advanced workers who have 
been won to communism The core is under the lea
dership of a given organization or organizations 
However, within a core, democratic-centralism 
functions on an internal basis Unlike the factory nu
clei, the core is not subject to the discipline of a 
party or organization Similar to a factory nuclei, 
the core is clandestine and secret Upholding the 
science of Marxism-Leninism is the basis of unity 
for a communist core Joint work between communist 
organizations within a core would then exclude oppor-

Comrade, your methodology reflects empiricism In 
the way In which you view the development of line 
and theory You ask, referring to the development 
of line "Where is that done? In struggle " And 
further you-say that advanced elements "must parti
cipate in Its development and see Its development " 
(your emphasis) The materialist conception of know
ledge holds that the process of learning goes from 
practice to theory and again to practice In a conti
nuous process each 'time taken to a higher level 
A correct line Is not simply developed from "struggle" 
You cannot discard the role of theory in this process, 
le , of the enormous wealth of historical experiences 
of the International proletariat which has been sum
med up In its general aspect by the great teachers, 
and Is known as the science of Marxlsm-Lenlnism- 
Mao Tsetung Thought The line is developed both 
from theory, the sum-ups of struggles shared by 
other communists, and, our own struggle We can
not expect to experience everything, to participate 
In all the process o f development of the line, to 
see that development This empiricism Is very 
dangerous since we are unable to participate in 
all struggles, and leads in politics to right oppor
tunism, economlsm Remember what the Albanians 
say in the very passage you quote, that it was the 
struggle of communists In the anti-fascist war and 
their common Ideology, and not just the struggle, 
what became decisive factors in building the party.

On propaganda and agitation you distort our line You 
say that we "seem to think that agitation Is a degra
dation" and then continue to defend ATM's right line 
that a communist newspaper in this period should be 
mainly agitation ATM talks about making it more 
"acceslble"to the class and you say that "the proleta
riat as a whole must understand It. " The relation be
tween propaganda and agitation as any other dlalectl=

cal relation Is determined by the specif Le tim e, place , 
and conditions In which It exists The fact Is that you 
address your newspaper laerviry-peBt^Flo the partii 
cular sector that must be won over to the side of pro
letarian revolution We say that these are today the 
Marxist-Leninists and advanced workers who will . ; 
compose the bulk of our future party cadres. And at> 
long as this is our task, we hold that propagapda Is 
the chief form of communist activity. Lenin said In , 
"Retrograde Trend" that Instead of adapting the paper 
to the lowest strata of workers , we must develop, "dif
ferent forms of agitation and propaganda" In the form 
of popular pamphlets, local leaflets, e tc . Emphasising 
that chief form of activity doesn't mean "only" form, 
Lenin also warned against "such an exaggeration of 
one side of our activities to the detrmfent of the other" 
We hold that propaganda Is a higher level of political 
education, and that ATM's paper reads like a co llec 
tion of economist agitation leaflets representing a 
retrograde trend In our movement

Finally we would like to clarify some things. By 
the use of quotation marks on some phrases, you 
Imply that our line is the two stage theory In propa
ganda and agitation and on MLs unite and win the 
advanced, etc None of those quotes are ours nor 
do they represent our line We have combatted ATM's 
two stage theory on propaganda and agitation as it 
appeared In RC vol 1 #3 (Our position appears in 
Resistance vol 7 #6 On MLs unite and win the ad
vanced It appears in vol 7 #5 where we establish  
that both are just as important and simultaneously 
carried out though the first primary)

Let us fight against right opportunism which Is the 
main danger, and against "left"opportunism as well' 
MARXIST-LENINISTS, UNITE ■ WIN THE ADVANCED 
WORKERS TO COMMUNISM'

/^ a n y  comrades have sent us their criticisms com
mentaries, questions, etc on our articles "The Buil
ding of Cores" (Resistance vol 8#1) and "Investigation 
Guide for Factory Work" (Resistance vol 8#2) These 
articles are part of a series on the question of organ
ization which we consider of vital Importance for all 
honest Marxist-Leninists who seriously consider the 
rganlzation of our class in the most adequate ways

to effectively fight the capitallst enemy and In parti
cular to facilitate the task of building the Communist 
Party -  the highest form of organization of the working 
class By publishing these articles we Intend to pro
vide concrete orientation so as to develop the correct 
line and revolutionary practice on the question We 
are Dubllshlng below an article submitted by the 
MARXIST-LENINIST COLLECTIVE from San Francisco,

tunist and revisionist groups such as the CPUSA, OL, 
PRRWO RCP, CLP and trotskyite organizations
Organizations participating in communist cores would 
conduct regular meetings to take up ideological and 
political questions with the aim of uniting Marxist- 
Leninists as well as discussing ongoing work of the 
core Independent Marxist-Leninists and advanced 
workers who are recruited into a core would share 
this commitment to Marxism-Leninism in both theo
ry and practice However, they would not need to 
have unity with all the questions of political line of 
the organization(s) that initiate and lead the core We 
agree with, the formulation of the LPR in this point

"Members of the core do not have to agree with 
every position of our organization That would 
be equivalent (complete unity) to placing non
organization members under the democratic 
centralism (which in practice would turn out 
to be only centralism) of the organization 
This would be in fact an error "
(Resistance, Vol 8, #1, p 2)

However, for a communist core to exist, there must 
be unity at least on the following fundamental ques
tions of Marxism-Leninism recognition of the need 
for proletarian revolution by armed struggle, the 
role of the party, the role cf the state, the charac
ter of national oppression Under capitalism

V

Party-building is the central task of all Marxist-Le
ninists in the US today Our work within communist 
cores must be seen in this context As theory is the 
decisive and principal aspect during the pre-party 
period, a core can serve as a vehicle for the testing 
and development of political line which will facilitate 
the formation of a party What differences exist bet
ween organizations or between organizations and 
non-organizrational members of the core, principled 
struggle will occur within the core and a majority 
decision reached The core will systematically sum- 
up the application of political line, thereby consoli
date the unity of Marxist-Leninists and help cons

truct the theoretical foundations for the future party 
We can concretely see the dialectical relationship 
between the primary aspect of theory and the secon
dary aspect of •practice.’ While one is primary, 
neither aspect can exist independent of the other

The practical tasks of a core are to conduct commu
nist propaganda and agitation and give communist 
leadership to the spontaneous struggles and mass or
ganizations The core must win over the most advan
ced workers and tram them in Marxist-Lenmist 
theory through study circles. Moreover, within the 
core the discussion of tactical questions, the summa
tion of practice, and criticism and self-criticism will 
enable the advanced to become practical leaders in 
the day to day struggles of the proletariat

We have addressed ourselves to the question of a co 
re within a particular factory or shop A core is al
so an appropriate form of communist organization 
within a trade union or any other mass organization 
of the working class The same principles would 
apply to a core m this context In a trade union where 
a broad caucus exists based on the struggle for trade 
union democracy and opposition to the union bureau
crats, the core will seek to give leadership to the 
caucus Careful attention must be paid to the cons
tant exposure of the labor traitors as well as the re 
visionists and opportunists (who may participate in 
a caucus) The success of a rank and file caucus is 
generally dependent on the existence and leadership 
of a core As a rule, the formation of a core should 
precede the organization of a caucus Yet, where 
caucuses exist, but it is not possible at the time to 
form a core, communist organizations and indepen
dent Marxist-Leninists must join the caucus, strive 
to win over the advanced, and form a core as soon 
as possible.

We believe this question of the formation of commu
nist cores to be most important We urge all Marx
ist-Leninists to take up this issue, publish this arti
cle and put forward criticisms of it.

TH E  BUILDING

OF C O R ES
By LPR ( M-L )

There are a number of unities between the position 
advanced by LPR-ML m January and that submitted 
by the MLC These are (1) that factory nuclei are 
the basic organizational unit of a genuine communist 
Party, (2) that cores, just as factory nuclei, are 
clandestine and based on Marxism-Lenmism-Mao 
Tsetung Thought, and that this unity is manifested 
both in theory and m practice (thus excluding oppor

tunists of all hues). All members of the core are 
not necessarily in unity with all aspects of the line 
of the organization that initiates and leads the core,
(3) that the building of cores should be seen in the 
context of building the party, that theory is decisive 
m this pre-party period, and that the core is a 
vehicle for implementing, verifying and developing 
the line, and for moving forward the building of 
the party, (4) that the core functions democratical
ly, waging principled struggle, systematically sum
ming up work, and that its goal is to provide com
munist leadership to mass struggles and organiza
tions, carrying out communist propaganda and 
agitation The training of future cadres must be 
carried out both in the theory and in the practice 
of proletarian revolution

The position of the Marxist-Leninist Collective con
tains a fundamental error the liquidation of the fac
tory nucleus The comrades ask themselves "In 
this pre-party period, what are the transitional forms

which communist organizations must establish with
in basic industry?" And they answer "A core 
is a communist form of organization required in this 
period when a party does not exist " This is incor
rect

The factory nucleus is the basic form of party organi
zation In the absence of the party, this form is not 
eliminated, on the contrary The development and 
consolidation of factory nuclei allows Marxist-Lenin
ist organizations and collectives to establish deeper 
ties within the class, to proletanze their ranks, and 
thus move forward the party building process

There is no contradiction m building of cores and 
factory nuclei In fact, they complement each other 
and they work in coordination both in the pre-party 
period and once the party is built

In a factory, we can develop the factory nucleus - 
composed of cadres of the organization) and the core-

. continued on pg. 12


